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Editorial
It might seem odd to start this issue with another plug for the previous one.
Much of the January Stragmag was taken up by members of our half marathon training
group telling of what a great benefit it, and the support of Kevin Best and Mark Pattinson,
has brought to their running.
The group were training for the Hampton Court Half, so do check the results to see how
their hard work has paid off.
And speaking of hard work, as many of you are currently preparing for spring marathons,
please do let me know of results, stories and experiences. I’m especially keen to hear
from those travelling to overseas events – yes this is a not so subtle hint for race reports
from a far.
As ever email Stragmag@stragglers.org with anything.
And thanks once again to Steve and Dave for their help with putting this issue together,
and to all who have sent articles this month.
Simon Webb
****************************************************

Strags News in Brief


The date for our annual mob match with Ranelagh has been postponed from
March to either April or June. We are awaiting confirmation from Ranelagh.
It’s our turn to host and we’re using Kingston parkrun as the venue. Watch out for
date announcement. We want as many Stragglers as possible take part, and wear
club kit. For those who haven’t done Kingston parkrun before, the start/finish area
is at the back of the Hawker Centre.

It might still be cold outside, but focus in the club is already moving to summer races.


Green Belt Relay takes place over the weekend of May 16-17. Peter Wedderburn
is collecting names if you’d like to run and Roy Reeder is keen to hear from you
if you can help make this another memorable GBR weekend.
Contact details can be found on www.stragglers.org
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The Welsh Castles Relay is on 6-7 June and we now have enough entries for a
mixed team with reserves.

And take a look at the up-coming races list at the end of this issue as there are many new
additions to the calendar, including many of the usual favourites from the summer road
schedule.
******************************************

Couch to 13 miles in 13 weeks?
Yes, it is possible.

In August 2014, when my daughter was 18 months old, I decided that the time
was right to get back into exercise. I was fed up with being generally unfit, unhealthy and
a bit too wobbly all over. I am usually a swimmer but had not done any form of exercise
for over 2 years since I was 3 months pregnant with my daughter, due to my history of
premature delivery. I wanted to do something that I could easily train for with my
daughter in tow and wanted to raise some money for the charity that looked after both my
premature babies after they were born. Running seemed the obvious option. So I started
looking around for events to train for. The London Marathon in April caught my eye but
couch to 26 miles in 8 months seemed impossible. Then I saw the Hampton Court Half
Marathon in February. 6 months to train, increasing by half a mile a week. Yes, I was
quite sure I could do that.
I started running/jogging/walking. Before I even got as far as being able to run 1 mile
non-stop I got sick. A medical procedure under local anesthetic (which then got infected),
several weeks off work and 3 months later and the idea of the half marathon had all but
evaporated into thin air.
Then I received an email from the Half Marathon organisers stating that the Stragglers
Running Club were organising a training group for the Half Marathon. Their claim was
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that they could get anyone and everyone 13 mile fit in 13 weeks. Surely they were not
serious? And surely not for complete beginners? I clicked on the link and there in plain
text it stated that the group would welcome ‘novice runners’. But did they really mean
me? I thought I had best go and check it out.
At the first meeting one of the organisers, Mark Pattinson, asked everyone what their
current abilities were. Who could already run 10K (more than half the people raised their
hands), 5k (everyone except me), 2 miles (no Mark still not quite there), 1 mile (I raised
my hand to a few raised eyebrows and secretly was wondering to myself whether that
was even realistic). Oh God, let a deep hole swallow me up. I checked the door but was
too far away to make a quiet escape so I just sat still and awaited my instructions. We
were split into 2 groups based on abilities and Kevin Best took my group. We were to run
around the field, and do some short sprints. I just about managed to keep up with
everyone else, and apparently that was just the warm up. I then half ran, half walked to
Ham common (whilst wondering at what point I was going to be sick).
I got chatting to Kev (he talked at me as I spluttered back wishing he would sod off and
stop starving me of my need for oxygen). He asked me about my running experience
(zilch Kev in case that is not already obvious) and my motivation (premature baby
survival – massive). He told me that if I wanted to he could get me marathon fit in 13
weeks. Ha, ha, ha, ha, ha, ha! For the first time I felt relieved and realised that this was
exactly the group for me as clearly the organisers were even more crazy than I am.
So I started running, and running and running. I managed runs to and from my daughter’s
music group with her in the buggy. I managed runs in the park at the weekend; I managed
runs with the group on Thursday nights and Sundays. I managed one run in the pitch
black whilst staying at a friend’s house in Gloucester with a head torch on and a map in
hand (I still got lost). I managed 2-3 runs a week, one week I managed 4 runs, 4 weeks I
managed no runs. I did what I could in between small children’s illnesses, the pressures
of work, colds, Christmas, New Year and 2 children’s Birthdays. I did what I could, when
I could. And do you know what? Within 6 weeks I was up to 4.5 miles, by 10 weeks I
was running 9 miles.
I haven’t done more than 9 miles and the half marathon is this Sunday. I can’t run fast. I
am aiming to do it in 2h 30m. But you know what? I WILL do it. I will run all the way
round without stopping. Because I have done enough training. Because 13 weeks is
plenty of time to train for 13 miles. Because I am doing it for a great cause. And because
I have the Stragglers behind me. And if I can do it. So can you.
www.justgiving.com/SylvineTanner
How did I do? 2:26:55 (chip time) and yes I ran all the way ;-)

Sylvine Tanner

********************************
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South of England Junior
Cross Country Championships
Stanmer Park in Brighton was the stunning venue for the South of England CrossCountry Championships that took place on 24th January.
The course was set into the South Downs which made for challenging terrain, but it was a
perfect day for racing with the sun shining brightly and conditions underfoot excellent
because the chalky ground drains so well.
There were 10 junior Stragglers running, and it was fantastic to see them all compete so
well in this very high standard event.
The headlines:
For the first time ever at the Southerns we had a complete Stragglers junior team of 4
scorers with our U15 boys registering a very creditable 24th place in this most
competitive of categories. Significantly this was higher than many clubs with established
junior sections (such as Herne Hill Harriers and local club Brighton & Hove), and with
all our boys in the team remaining in this category next year they are looking forward to
returning and posting an even more impressive result.
We fielded boys and girls in both the U13 & U15 categories. Particularly encouraging
was the performance of the U13 girls who are each just 11 years old and participating in
an event of this standard for the first time. All of them handled the occasion really well
and each ran very mature races to record respectable results.

Photo of U13 girls team: Lottie, Poppy and Phoebe
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Full results here: http://www.seaa.org.uk/results/cross-country.html

Stragglers Juniors Results – South of England XC Championships
U13G 3k
171
197
205

247 runners
13:36 Poppy Jensen
13:46 Lottie Hull
13:55 Phoebe Fennel

U15G 4k
195

235 runners
18:20 Gabrielle Icmat

U13B 3k
105

227 runners
11:44 Mack Downey

U15B 4.5k 233 runners
63
16:34
100
17:05
146
17:50
197
18:42
200
18:46

Matthew Kossatz
Sol Harris-Woodfin
Kieran Desmond
Reef Boericke
Harry Horsman

The National concluded the junior XC season for most, and what a super final day it was.
Parliament Hill was as capricious as ever with conditions challenging everyone who had
the nerve to take on the course - many finished missing one (or both) shoes with them
having been sucked into the clinging mud, and others covered from head to toe having
fallen.

This photo of Laura and Gabrielle in the U15G race gives a good view of the way it was.
There were 8 junior Stragglers running – the first time the club has ever been represented
in these categories. All who ran earned huge respect to all for taking this on and giving it
such a good shot and doing so well. I know that a few felt that they didn’t have their best
day of racing, but each showed great tenacity to stick with it and all salvaged respectable
finish positions from it nonetheless.
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Best of all everyone seemed to have enjoyed the experience.
A big positive message they all took away from the day is that no race is tougher or at a
higher standard than this, and so having survived this then anything is possible!!
Full results here: http://www.englishcrosscountry.co.uk/news/2015-nationals-results-pdf/
Stragglers results:
-

U13G: (3k)

Phoebe Fennell
Lottie Hull

302nd
340th

15:55
16:26

-

U13B (3k):

Matthew O’Neil

196th

15:16

-

U15G (4k):

Laura Howley
Gabrielle Icmat

313th
318th

20:50
20:56

-

U15B: (4.5k)

Matthew Kossatz
59th
Sol Harris-Woodfin 186th
Kieran Desmond
263rd

17:23
18:44
19:35

Jim Desmond
*******************************************

Punchbowl Marathon 8th Feb 2015
(reports on 20 and 30 mile events by Fraser Wigley and Phil Davies)

30 Mile
The Punchbowl Marathon is an event organised by the Surrey Long Distance Walkers
Association (LDWA), with 20 and 30 mile options. Unlike the Winter Tanners four
weeks before, the Punchbowl Marathon has a fairly fixed route that takes in heathland,
paths and hills to the south-west of Guildford. LDWA events are not races and plenty of
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people walk/jog them, but the walkers often wear Lycra and trainers and the results are
listed in order of increasing time taken!
I was hoping to run with two Windmilers, but they didn’t show up at the start. This didn’t
really matter, as LDWA events are pretty friendly. I had a few words with most of the
people that I passed (including some random walkers), then I met Megan just after the
first checkpoint. Megan and I have finished two ultras together, so we chatted until the
next checkpoint. I also met Robert, who crops up at most of my ultras. Robert suggested
that we carry on without him, as he was feeling his age – I hope that this was a joke, as he
is about five years younger than me.
Relatively dry weather beforehand meant that ankle-deep mud was less common than in
previous years, but the dry sand paths were especially soft and tiring. The day started
grey and cold (4C), with a biting breeze. After a couple of hours the sun came out and the
temperature soared to 8C, so I pulled my sleeves up; I still had to keep my gloves on to
retain use of my fingers. The bright sun gave us superb views, especially from the rim of
the Punchbowl. I stopped briefly, and I am sure that I could see London buildings behind
the North Downs ridge.
One of the features of LDWA events is the navigation: four sides of densely-printed
instructions with many abbreviations, a few grid references and the occasional compass
bearing across a field. Knowledge of the area is a big advantage, as is running in a group.
I was called back when I missed a turn into a gate, and repaid the favour later on when
someone else took an alternative route down a road. Another feature of this event is the
hospitality: friendly volunteers at well-stocked checkpoints, and a hot meal at the end.
What a bargain for £6, if you are an LDWA member (£13 a year).
The biggest hill was in the last third of the route, after several short steep sections (up and
down). In the last few miles I had to lift my legs over every stile, but thankfully the final
stretch was downhill. I finished in 5:12, which is faster than I have ever run 30 miles offroad before. Maybe not a race but a very enjoyable event, even if my legs did ache for
several days afterwards.

Fraser Wigley

**********************************************
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The (Devil’s) Punchbowl Marathon(ish) Challenge
8th Feb 2015

20 Mile
I had entered the 30 mile version of this event but opted for this shorter version as I had
not managed sufficient mileage in January. In 2013 I completed the 30 mile challenge
with Fraser, Matt and Lindsay but I resolved myself to running solo on the shorter route
for a change. After running the shorter version 5 times before, I should be capable of
navigating it on my own but I would have to talk to myself for nearly 4 hours and that
seemed more daunting than the course.
The day before, I accompanied a friend around Bushy parkrun as she is striving to return
to her parkrun times of last year and pre injury. We knocked a few more precious seconds
off and I stopped in The Pheasantry for coffee to prepare myself for marshalling at the
Ladies XC race on Farthing Downs. As I was about to head off, George (Georgina
Brand) enquired, in a voice only audible by myself, “Can I do it?” George was also
training for Hampton Court half marathon but her longest runs were 14 miles early in
2014 and a 2 and a half hour trail run in the Quantocks last Summer. I thought that we
would make it round even if we had to walk every hill and the final section but for sure I
knew that “no you can’t” was an answer that she wouldn’t accept!
The Punchbowl courses are, as their name suggests, “a challenge” but not
insurmountable. The hills are short and not too steep in the first half, and we reached the
first checkpoint in good time. Here George found out one of the secret charms of trail
running on LDWA events – the village hall tables were laden with all sorts of goodies. biscuits, dates, fruit cocktail, rice pudding, jelly babies, and sandwiches with various
fillings – jam, pickle, cheese, lemon curd, and there was a table with 3 sweet older ladies
making more!
After a coffee and a wee we set off again, re-energised and ready for some steeper hills
and the inevitable onset of tired legs. After crossing through the middle of Hankley
Common golf course, which looked stunning in the early morning sun, we prepared for
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the tougher section. We walked up the steepest hills as I expected but George never
complained and was very useful at some intersections when I mixed up my rights and
lefts. Knowing this difference is very important on LDWA events as they usually involve
reading from printed instructions rather than being directed by cheerful marshals.
Part of the Devil’s Punchbowl section is now along the course of the old A3 but rather
than a hard metalled road we slipped our way across the muddy grass, desperate to avoid
cascading into the bowl itself.
The final checkpoint came 4 miles from the end. No hot drinks here but more dates and
biscuits. George opted for the energy efficient dates but I couldn’t resist the fig rolls and
garibaldi! Soon after our restart we “overtook” a group of 5 runners – oops, this isn’t a
race it’s a challenge but our competitive nature kicked in and we speeded up a little.
Shame on us.
One more hill but the last mile or so is downhill and we were soon in the hall collecting
our certificates. Our official time was 4hr 16m but my gps calculated our moving time as
3hr 57m, so we had spent 19 mins eating dates/biscuits and admiring the views.
More food in the hall. We consumed homemade vegetable soup followed by lemon cake.
The hall also had hot showers and we sampled the local pub’s log fire and real ale before
heading home.
This is a wonderful, friendly event with runners, walkers and helpers all very sociable
and it has been great to enjoy its charms with the friends that I have run it with over the
years.

Phil Davies
*********************************************

Committee Member of the Month:
Roy Reeder – Communications Officer
How long have you been a runner and why did you choose running as a sport?
I did a bit of running at school (cross country mostly) but stopped running when I left. I
started going to the gym and doing circuit training in my late 20s.
I didn't do any proper running until after my 30th birthday. Then I began training for my
first marathon (Harrow) in November 1996. I now know that I was hopelessly
undertrained for it as I only did a few runs more than 12 miles plus the Kingston Half.
When I got to about 23 miles in the marathon my legs were so sore I started walking but
that was even more painful so I started 'running' again! I eventually finished in 3:25.
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After I’d finished a friend asked me if I would do the London Marathon. The deadline for
1997 had already passed but I entered 1998.
When did you join The Stragglers and how did you first hear about us?
I joined in May 1998. There was some sort of sport promotion week in Kingston. I can
still remember going to my first club run. It was Monday evening at Little Feet; I think
the meeting point was The Cricketers then, on the opposite side of the Fairfield to the
current pub. I can remember Sue Waters leading the group and that we ran in Bushy Park
and that she encouraged me to go on Thursday nights.
Do you have a favourite running distance and favourite race?
My preferred distance is up to 10 miles, anything more than that is a bit too far!
My favourite race would have to be the Welsh Castles Relay (WCR). I can remember
doing it for the first time in 1999. The Stragglers hadn’t done it for a few years then and
some of the legs had changed. I was given leg 10 and was told it was ‘pancake flat’ – it
turned out to be anything but!
Generally, I love cross country races in the winter. I think they are excellent training. I
ran my 10k PB after Stragglers first season in Division 1. I was spurred on throughout
that season and in the 10k by trying, largely unsuccessfully, to avoid being beaten by
Paul Sinton-Hewitt. There are four Surrey League races each season and over the years I
have ran 56 races, the last time I missed one was January 2009!
What do you consider your greatest running achievement to date and do you have any
unfulfilled ambitions in running?
I consider my greatest running achievement to be doing 55 minutes for the Great South
Run (10 miles) in Portsmouth in September 1998, within 9 months of taking running
seriously. It took me another 6 years to break 55 minutes!
My unfulfilled running ambition is to run every leg of the WCR. I’ve done 14, so just 6 to
go!
What do you most like about The Stragglers and how would you like to see the club
develop? What do you hope to achieve in your role?
I like the fact that the club doesn’t just have a wide range of running options but also
cycling and swimming, a one-stop-shop for all the exercise that I want! Plus several
social events throughout the year too. I’d like to see the club continue to cater for runners
(and cyclists and swimmers) of all abilities.
I’ve had several committee roles over the years: I was Treasurer from 2002 to 2007 and
Mens’ Captain from 2007 to 2013. Currently, I’m Communications Officer, which means
I send out the Stragmail twice a month, post items on Facebook & Twitter. I also help out
with the Green Belt Relay, publicising it, recruiting volunteers, organising t-shirts and
helping on the weekend itself.
Personal Bests:
parkrun/5k 16:22 (Bushy, Aug & Sept 2005)
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10k 32:53 (Chessington, Feb 2004)
Half Marathon 1:11:06 (Lake Vrynwy, Sept 2005)
Marathon 2:33:55 (London, Apr 2006)
Call Out for Support at the River Thames Half Marathon
As I expect you know by now, I am organising a local half marathon, the River Thames
Spring Half Marathon, on 15th March.
Several Stragglers are running and a few have also agreed to help on the day. I’m keen to
hear from anyone else who has some time available on race day to help. I give £20 to the
race charity, The Children’s Trust in Tadworth for every volunteer, plus you’ll receive a
complimentary brunch in the local café on the day.
If you could help, I’d be very grateful, so please get in touch royreeder@hotmail.com
0774 5756 206.
Thanks, Roy Reeder
********************************************

Fulham football club
10K
Sunday 8th Feb
Race report:
Regular readers of my articles (it’s getting like that now!)
will know that in addition to my interest in running with the Stragglers I count football,
namely in the form of Fulham Football Club as one of my other afflictions. Why Fulham?
Well unlike ‘Johnny come latelys’ like Chelsea, QPR (or dare I say it, Brentford)
Fulham founded in 1879 were (until their unfortunate relegation last year) the oldest
established football team from London playing in the Premier league (certainly in west
London). In my mind, this adds a touch of class
to following what the Fulham are now billing as a
London's ‘original’ football club.
For those of you who don't know anything about
football or, more likely, don't care (probably most
of you!) Fulham football club plays at the
attractively sited Craven Cottage football ground,
roughly equidistant between Putney and
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Hammersmith Bridges on the ‘Middlesex’ north bank of the River Thames.
The stadium is of significant historic interest. The original ‘cottage’ itself was first
constructed in 1780 by William Craven, the sixth Baron Craven and was located roughly
where the centre circle of the pitch is today (some might say that the football would be
improved if it were still there). The cottage was lived in by Edward Bulwer-Lytton, (who
wrote the last days of Pompeii) and supposedly other notables stayed there, including
Arthur Conan Doyle, Florence Nightingale and even Queen Victoria (I told you Fulham
was classy).
In 1888, the original cottage was burned down and by 1894 the construction of the
ground that we would now recognise had commenced. The stadium as it is today has a
number of unique features. The Stevenage Road stand (now known as the Johnny Haynes
stand) designed by the renowned football architect Archibald Leitch is the oldest
remaining stand in the football league and now a grade II listed building. On the far
side of the pitch, is the Riverside stand which, as the name suggests, backs directly onto
the river and annually affords a great view of the boat race (usually a welcome distraction
from the football on display).

Lastly and most interestingly,
there is the cottage pavilion
itself, tucked into one corner of
the ground and dating from
1905. In true Fulham fashion
the only reason that cottage
was built was because the club
had forgotten to build changing
rooms in the Stevenage Road
stand (how could you forget
that!). It still functions as such
today and affords a great view
of the pitch.

What has all this got to do with running and the Stragglers I hear you say? Well, Craven
Cottage is the start and finish of the now annual Fulham Football Club 10 K. Seeking an
alternative race report for the Stragmag (and an excuse to bore you about Fulham) Helen
and myself decided to check it out. The first thing to say is that, unlike the Valentine
10K (held on the following weekend) which has some minor inclines, the Craven Cottage
10 K is almost exclusively flat. This gives a real opportunity for an early year PB, all
being well.
The race starts immediately outside the cottage and turns left to run past the Stevenage
Road stand and left again to join the Thames tow path. From there the race wends its way
upstream towards Hammersmith Bridge along a mixture of tow path and road past the
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well-known (and very pricey) River Cafe restaurant, Thames Wharf Studios (acquired by
the well-known Richard Rogers architectural practice in 1983) and the Riverside Studios
arts complex, before encountering the only significant race obstacle, the steps up to and
over Hammersmith Bridge. Another grade II listed structure, the distinctive suspension
bridge was designed by the noted civil engineer Sir Joseph Bazalgette and was opened in
1887. One of the most notable episodes in the bridge’s history was when the IRA tried to
blow it up in 2000, but with little success given the sturdiness of its construction.
Bazalgette was also the designer of Putney Bridge, encountered a bit further in the race.
His main claim to fame, however, was as Chief Engineer of London’s Metropolitan
Board of Works where he led the creation of a sewer network for central London and the
cleansing of the Thames, in response to the “Great Stink” of 1858 (Cue your own joke
about Fulham here....).
Having safely traversed the bridge, the race describes a loop around parts of
Barnes/Castelnau, before rejoining the river tow path on the South (Surrey) side and
passing back under the Hammersmith Bridge. Runners then follow the tow path
downstream to pass the Harrods furniture depository and Barn Elms (home to the London
Wetlands Centre), all the time being afforded uninterrupted views of the football ground,
before entering Putney and passing one of my favourite pubs (The Duke’s Head).
Runners then cross the
Thames again at Putney
Bridge.
The final stretch of the race
goes through Bishops Park,
familiar to those going to the
football from the Putney end,
and named after the Fulham
Palace, which still stands and
is the historic home of the
Bishops of London dating
from 704. The current
building is predominantly
medieval and Tudor, with
reputably the longest (dry) moat in England.
For those of you who have not been, it's a great visit (and there is a nice cafe at the
back!). For those parkrun tourists amongst you there is also 3-lap park run event there
every Saturday. The race then has a final straight dash through the Stevenage Road end of
the park before another sharp left to bring you back to the cottage and the end of the run.
(On the way the runners will have passed about £999,999,999 Billion worth of real estate
which is why some regard the club as the ‘Prawn Sandwich’ brigade of the South). (Cue
another Fulham joke here...).
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So how did the Stragglers get on? Rather annoyingly our results were not published in the
following week’s match day programme (Fulham vs Ipswich, since you ask), other than
to say that a runner representing Eton Manor had won the race (in a ridiculously fast time
of 35 minutes). In fact we were quite pleased with our showing. Firstly Helen for getting
round, despite carrying an injury and me for bagging a Personal Best (I think that
distance was slightly under 10 K, but I'm claiming it!). The best showing from a
Straggler, however, was our own ladies captain Sarah Winter, who got over the line in 40
minutes exactly and was the first lady to finish. We definitely felt that Sarah should have
been named checked in the programme, especially as she works for the club and it’s the
one success associated with the club in recent years!
Postscript:
Other Potential Football Themed Races
I was at the regular Thursday night Straggler session a couple of weeks ago and a chance
conversation with the Simons (Webb and Brazil) led to the suggestion for this article. As
they are both diehard Brentford supporters they have a
natural inferiority complex when it comes to anything to
do with Fulham (before we have any complaints from
Bees supporters, this is a joke, Editor). This naturally led
onto speculation as to whether a rival Brentford FC
(Griffin Park) 10K could be launched and what route it
could take.
We decided that it could start at the football ground,
describe a loop past Brentford Magistrates Court, passing
several notable kebab shops and other fast food outlets
that Simon Webb knows, before turning left past
McDonald's and Griffin Park again. Brentford ‘Great West quarter’ (as Barrett homes are
branding their new development) is encountered next, then a quick sprint along the hard
shoulder of the M4 and another sharp left before panting to a stop outside Griffin Park
and a well earned pint at one of the numerous hostelries in the vicinity.
Next month someone will bring you the Kingston football version of this, which is the
AFC Wimbledon/Kingstonian 10K. This would start at the ground on Kingston Road
and do an ‘out and back’ past the Villiers Road Cemetery, Rubbish Dump and Berrylands
sewage works. Runners would then turn round and retrace their steps and finish at the
‘iconic’ Kingsmeadow Stadium (and people still have the cheek to say that Kingston is
all posh!).
(The right of redress will be offered to supporters of other west London football clubs
next month, Editor)

Malcolm (and Helen) Davies
***********************************
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Tough Guy:
The Original
It was minus 2 degrees centigrade when on
a January Sunday morning I jumped out of
bed at 4.45 am. Getting ready for a lift at
5.30 am and a drive to Birmingham with
the anticipation of competing in the Tough
Guy event filled me with dread!!! As a
retired firefighter I was used to dressing up
to go into very hot conditions. This was at
the other end of the scale, and one I was not
totally convinced I was capable of doing.
My team consisted of Evo, 49 yrs, a Czech
republican and a Sub 3 hr marathoner.
Tom, 39 yrs, ex Polish military and a body
builder and myself 56 yrs, ex firefighter
and an avid runner.
Tom and I had spent 3 weeks prior to this day building up resistance to cold by running
round the river Crane and also jumping in it and then running again ensuring we had
soaked ourselves and stayed in long enough to get cold. This usually lasted an hour and a
half and resulted in getting home to a hot shower. It was a good way to test kit and ensure
we had prepared for our challenge. I also used the plunge pool at David Lloyds as a way
of getting really cold with head dunking as well.
I will point out now that Evo spent the two weeks leading up to this event at a marathon
training camp in Lanzarote in temps upwards of 25c.
On arrival we went to registration and had a look around. The hot shower room was
obviously the most important place to be on completion and hence we hung our towels in
an appropriate place. Warm clothing was left in the changing area with a hot drinks
station adjacent to this - we were sorted. Back to the car and with numbers pinned on,
war paint administered and a couple of shots of Polish vodka downed we were on our
way to the start line. Setting off with over 3000 other complete nutters was fun. There
were die hards in fancy dress, bare chested men in kilts and a whole array of costumes
that would not have looked out of place at a party. This was not a party. It was 2 degrees
c now and in front of us lay open fields and mud!
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It started quite leniently for
a tough guy event. The first
5 or 6 k was mainly
running, a few climbing
logs, nets to crawl under
and some mud to gloop
through. Then came the
first taste of water. This
preliminary for what was to
come actually became
welcome respite as I had
begun to overheat in my 3
layers, gloves and hat. This
was mainly knee deep and
not a problem for my
enthusiasm.
It started to get harder with very steep hills, up and down snaking along.
Then onto some high rope challenges. 40ft up sliding along or picking your way up the
rope ladders. This is where the queues had formed and the only thing to do whilst waiting
was huddle together like penguins to keep a little warmth.
By now I was unsure of time or distance and knew that it was a case of just keep going.
Next challenge really tested us. This was pit after pit of icy cold water which at times was
chest height but at best knee deep with high muddy banks on either side. Slide down,
wade across and climb out the other side only to go round to the next one. I can’t
remember how many times, maybe 8, possibly a dozen times. Seeing some people run
along the banks and miss the water made doing it all the more challenging. This wasn't
disqualification, or cheating. Those that didn't do the course properly got medals but they
have to live with themselves. For me it was do or die.
As the cold set in my hands became numb and it was hard to climb or grip. The worst
happened at this point. I was going through some very sticky, gloopy mud and my shoe
came off. Right shoe, the one with the timing chip attached. This was utter terror. First
thought was to continue and just hold the shoe but as I was about to I noticed a marshal
eating his sandwich. I clawed my way over to him and presented him with my mud laden
shoe. "Mate, it's double knotted. My hands are frozen. Could you untie it"?
Not only did this kind chap untie it, he helped push it back on my foot. I retied with a
very tight granny knot. Said my thanks and went back to where I had lost it in the first
place. Here I continued with the thought that I hadn't cheated but had used my initiative!!
After many more obstacles including the killing fields, muddy dungeons, uphill tunnels
and climbing obstacles I came to the dreaded ducking pond.
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Wading out with my head and arms just
above the water I arrived in the middle of
the lake where I had to go under wooden
posts and up the other side 4 times. Then
wade across to the other side, get out and
start running again.
By this time I had been going around
2.30hrs and I started shivering.
Unstoppable shivering. My legs were stiff
and I felt as if I was running like one of
the wooden tops,(those that
remember),hands frozen where the fingers
were now so stiff I struggled to bend them
onto the rope to grip. This was going to be
very hard from now on in. How much
further? Any more obstacles? When will
this pain and torture end?
The answer came 36 minutes later when I
finally crossed the finish line at 3.06.23
hrs. I was the 1073rd person over the line. Where I had come as someone who completed
all the challenges I will never know. For me I was able to get into those hot showers and
warm up with pride written across my beaming smile.
I will add that the last 36 minutes included another 4 water obstacles all of which were
entered and exited whilst shivering with extreme cold.
I don't know how close I was to hypothermia but seeing several people with it and the St
John's ambulance service doing a sterling job in the shower area to get those that needed
it most into the hot water was, indeed a busy day for them and one which i'm sure we
were all eternally grateful for. Without people giving up their time to offer support
whether it was marshalling, first aid, teas and hot drinks and the safety crews repairing
netting whilst 700 warriors were crawling over it we would not have had the event.
The final chapter in this saga has to be dedicated to Evo. He finished 175th in a time of
2.16.04 hrs. He suffers from claustraphobia but kept going through the tunnels to set a
superb time bearing in mind he had been in a hot climate prior to doing this as well.

Peter Colwill
******************************************
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Box Hill Fell Race & Vale
Gallop Two race summaries by Mark Thomas
Box Hill Fell Race

Date, Distance & Start 17th January, 12K, 11.00
Time
Field Circa 250
What you can expect It’s the most southerly fell race in the UK, so I’m told,
though there may be some on the I-o-W. It has 520m of
ascent which are tough and the descents are even tougher.
Expect to fall over and you won’t be surprised. Muddy. Trail
shoes are a must. Walking is hard to avoid on some of the
climbs.
Organisation & By SLOW so they have bags of experience.
Marshalls
Scenery It is Box Hill and Hedley Common but you will spend a lot
of time looking at your feet.
Beginner Friendly Not really, but you have to start somewhere
Entry Fee Just £5.00 (it sells out but there are normally swaps allowed
and available)
Goodybag Why?
Winning Time 54:08
Last Finisher 2:25:40
No of Finishers 250
Cakes Refreshments at the race HQ, Friends’ Life Social Club
Distance from Kingston 14 miles
Recommend? Yes
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Date, Distance & Start 25th January, 10K & 4K, 10.00
Time
Field Circa 250
What you can expect A demanding and mainly off road cross country race over
on the Tadworth side of Epsom Downs. Most of the race
surface is grass though there are stretches on road and
along tracks/bridleways.
Organisation & Marshalls Mid Surry Pony Club for club funds. They do a good job.
Scenery Although within earshot of the M25 if the wind is blowing
in the right direction this is a scenic route.
Beginner Friendly Yes, just about.
Entry Fee £16 (10K) and £10 (4K)
Goodybag Medal
Winning Time 37:53
Last Finisher 1:46:17
No of Finishers 221
Cakes Decent bacon bap.
Distance from Kingston 13 miles
Recommend? Yes

Mark Thomas
***************************************
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Speed and age
The bad news is that
speed declines with age;
the good news is that
you can arrest, even
reverse, this
degenerative process.
Of all the physiological
variables, speed seems to get
written off most quickly as
we age.
First, let’s take a look at why we slow with age. One significant factor is a decline in
muscle mass and muscle fibre. We will all experience a 10% decline in muscle mass
between the ages of 25 and 50 and a further 45% shrinkage by our eighth decade – if we
do nothing about it. To illustrate this decline by example, the biceps muscle of a newborn
baby has around 500,000 fibres while that of an 80-year-old has a mere 300,000. As we
age, we also produce less growth hormone, which leads to reduced levels of protein
synthesis and, again, muscle atrophy. This is not the kind of acceleration needed by the
veteran athlete in search of speed, as decreased muscle equates to reduced strength and
power and less ‘oomph’ for sprinting.
Unfortunately, the bad news keeps on coming! Fast twitch muscle fibre, that most
precious of commodities for speed and power, displays a much more marked decline than
slow-twitch fibre as we age. Speedsters, it appears, are not as blessed as endurance
athletes in the ageing-and-performance stakes. The latter can expect to maintain their
slow twitch fibres and even increase them – by as much as 20% with the right training –
as they ripen. They can also hold on to nearly all their aerobic capacity until late into their
fifth decade at least. If only it were so for their sprinting counterparts, whose fast-twitch
fibre can decline by as much as 30% between the ages of 20 and 80.
To add another blow, creatine phosphate, that premium ingredient for short-term activity,
also declines with age. With less quick-release energy in our muscles, we’re theoretically
less able to tackle high intensity sprint-type workouts.
Flexibility, another important physiological variable for sprinting, also declines with age
as our soft tissue hardens and our joints stiffen.
So what can we do about it??
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Hill training for stride length
As we’ve seen, two crucial factors affecting speed
decline in the older sprinter are a reduction in stride
length and an increase in ground contact time. Hill
sprinting can reverse these negatives; the gradient
will emphasis dorsiflexion (a greater toe-up foot
position) on foot strike, which will, in turn, generate
more work for the calf muscles on push off,
enhancing stride length and reducing contact time
on the level. Lower limb and ankle strength and power are crucial for sprinters of all
ages, although coaches and athletes in favour of conditioning the quadriceps and glutes
can overlook them.
One of the key factors contributing to the age-related decline in stride length is the action
of the free leg as it leaves the running surface and the foot travels a curvilinear path
beneath the body to a forward position in preparation for the subsequent foot strike. An
older runner’s ‘return phase’ is much less dynamic than that of his or her younger
counterparts. For optimising speed transference into the next running stride, the lower leg
needs to ‘fold up’ towards the butt and be pulled through quickly and powerfully as a
short lever. This action relies on hip, glute and hamstring strength.
Hill sprints can play a key role in combating this lower leg lethargy; by creating a greater
leg drive, they can increase the speed of the free leg through reaction to the ground and
condition a much more effective and speedy biomechanical sprinting action.

Weights for fast-twitch maintenance
Weight training is crucial for mature sprinters
determined to hang on to as much zip as
possible, particularly after 50 when muscle
mass begins to decline more steeply. Training
with weights set around 75% of one rep
maximum will offset fast- twitch fibre
shrinkage quite significantly. Unfortunately,
though, it has no impact on muscle fibre
reduction, which is governed by an age-related
decline in motor cells in the spinal cord.
Weight training, by strengthening soft tissue, will also go some way towards protecting
older speed merchants from injury.

Plyometrics condition the stretch/reflex
in our muscles and, as well as boosting
speed and power, can stimulate the fasttwitch fibres of older sprinters into further
action. As mentioned above, stride length
declines significantly with age, and
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plyometrics, like hill training, offers another significant training option for offsetting this
decline. Bounding and hopping are two very effective exercises for enhancing stride
length.

Intense exercise for GH release
Exercise is known to stimulate growth hormone
(GH) release, which is crucial for speed
maintenance in later life. Growth hormone
helps us hold on to more lean muscle mass,
retain more energy and offset some of the
general effects of ageing. The positive release
of GH begins almost immediately after we start
to exercise and it seems that the higher the
intensity of the exercise, the more GH will be
released.

Creatine for muscle power
Intense speed and power training can also combat the normal age-related decline in
creatine phosphate. Research has shown that anaerobic (and aerobic) training increases
the production of creatine phosphate. The regular anaerobic workouts of sprint training
will maintain and increase the ability of our muscles to replenish high-energy phosphates,
regardless of age.
But since there’s nothing wrong with giving Mother Nature a legal helping hand, the
older sprinter should take supplementary creatine. Numerous studies have shown that
creatine supplementation can increase muscle power and power maintenance over a
series of anaerobic repetitions and will contribute to the maintenance of lean muscle
mass.
One interesting piece of research that specifically addressed sprinting threw up some
encouraging – and other slightly less encouraging – information for veteran sprinters
supplementing with creatine. Schedel et al looked at whether the improvement in
maximal sprinting speed after creatine supplementation could be attributed to an increase
in stride frequency, stride length, or both.
Seven sprinters completed four consecutive sprints after one week of placebo or creatine
supplementation. By comparison with the placebo condition, creatine-fed sprinters
increased their running speed (+1.4%) and stride frequency (+1.5%), but not their stride
length.
This research also substantiated the use of creatine for sustaining power output, as decline
in performance of subsequent sprints was partially prevented after supplementation with
creatine. The researchers concluded that their findings could be related to the recent
discovery that creatine supplementation can produce a shortening in muscular relaxation
time, thus promoting increased sprint times.
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Train smart for all-round benefits
Finally, the older sprinter needs to make use of the wiser head on his or her shoulders.
Training needs to be intense to minimise the age-related decline in sprint speed, but it
also needs to take account of the fact that older bodies may be less able to sustain daily,
flat-out power-oriented work. Rest, proper nutrition, supplementation and a
commonsense approach that involves ‘listening to the body’ need to be key features of
the training routine of any veteran sprinter intent on maintaining speed.

Helen Westerby-Cox
Sports Therapist
www.helenwesterbycox.com
55 Kelvedon Close, Kingston, Surrey, KT2 5LF, 07950 588231

*****************************************

On Your Bike
Thursday 29th January was scheduled to be a strike
day with the NHS. Not wishing to be a scab (although
it would have been promotion!), I needed to find
something to do for the day. Trawling over my inbox,
I found an email from Michelle advertising a lunch
time bike ride for Stragglists/Straggtriers. I decided
this was for me. I checked first to make sure it would
be ok to go along as I only have a commuting hybrid
bike and Michelle confirmed it was. I had contacted a
couple of other cycling groups in the area previously
but you could only join if you had a road bike.
It was a very cold day but I knew all the cyclists
would be out in just shorts and cycling top so I would
do the same except I'd have my Straggler top on. As I
didn't know who would be there, I figured this would let people know that I was there for
the group. So out I stepped into the frozen tundra, shorts and top....hardcore!!!
I went to the garage and got my bike, The Christopher Wave. The bike metal felt cold! I
climbed aboard and set off. Richmond Park was bigger than I remembered. As I slowed
up for Pembroke Lodge, I looked into the car park and my Straggler top had been spotted
as I was being beckoned over by a group of about 10 people. I went over to the group and
was delighted to see everyone was wrapped up very warm against the cold.
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They'd obviously read Helen's keeping warm article in the January Stragmag (Helen has
since chastised me!!!)
Introductions over (I'm never going to remember all these names) we slowly set off to our
starting point to allow Michelle to assess our cycling ability. We were then split into two
groups. The slightly more confident group would do a half circuit of the park while the
other group would do some gentler work. I was in the half circuit group which I was
pleased with until I remembered there's a couple of rather large hills to negotiate in the
park. We set off and the start was nice being downhill so we managed to get a big of
speed up. I think I gave away being a novice by shouting "weeeeeeeeee!!!!!!" all the way
down the hill.
After leveling out and going around a couple of corners, we started the climb up the first
hill, the largest one in the park and I'd forgotten how big a hill it was. Suddenly,
memories of Ditchling Beacon on the London to Brighton came flooding back. We
started going up the hill and I found it heavy going. Eventually, I made it to the top of the
hill. Unbelievable. That's the first time I've ever made it up that hill. I don't think I've
used so many of my bike's gears before. After we all regrouped at the top of the hill, we
set off to complete the rest of the half circuit. It was much gentler although the wind was
making it tougher that it would be normally.
Having met up with the other group, we then decided to do the other half of the park so
our group set off again and then met up at Pembroke Lodge. The wind really was tough
now but we ploughed on. There was another tough climb on the way up to the Star and
Garter entrance. It was a long, slow climb and as opposed to the earlier steep climb. I had
been at the back of the group for a while but then decided it was my turn to act as
windbreak at the front of the peloton. You really don’t appreciate drafting until you lead a
group into a headwind. The wind was so strong I think I'd have struggled to pedal
downhill. Again, we eventually reached the top of the climb and fortunately the meet up
was nearby.
Parking up, we hit the snack bar. Hot chocolates held onto with vice-like grips for the
warmth, we all had a good natter about the session. We were then joined by Mark
Pattinson who was being taken for a walk by Sparkey.
After a while, it was time to leave and group hugs over, we all made our separate ways
out of the park. My ride back to the exit involved negotiating a herd of deer that were half
split on each side of the road, grazing. Those antlers look remarkably big and sharp up
close. Surprise burst of extra speed engaged, I made it through the herd safely. Arriving
home and uploading my TomTom watch, I found that I'd done just shy of 30k in total. A
nice little warm up ready for the evening’s half marathon group!
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I enjoyed the session and it was nice to meet everyone. So far everyone I've met with
Stragglers has been nice and friendly and welcoming. I will definitely get along to a few
more sessions although I have a weird boss who insists that I go to work during the day.
Having said that, I can start to feel some illnesses coming on (wink). Hopefully there will
be some weekend sessions arranged in the future too.

Mike Wheeler (aka Keith to Michelle)
PS. Having only been cycling since May, you'd have thought I'd have worked out years
ago with my surname I'd enjoy the sport.
PPS. Why's it always a headwind?
**************************************

Up-Coming Races
A reminder of the 2015 Junior Handicap dates:
Thurs 23rd April 2015
Thurs 21st May 2015
Thurs 11th June (to be held at Ranelagh)
Thurs 25th June 2015
Thurs 16th July 2015
Thurs 27th August 2015
Registration is from 7 pm each evening for a 7:30 start.

March:
Sat 07: Dysart Cup and Ellis Trophy XC – Richmond Park
Sun 08: Hillingdon 20
Sun 08: Thames Riverside 20
Sun 15: River Thames Half (previously listed as Hurst Park Half)
Sun 22: Fleet Half
Sun 22: Hillingdon Half
Sun 22: Hastings Half
Sun 22: Salomon Citytrail Richmond Half and 10K
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Sun 29: Cranleigh 15 and 21
Sun 29: Paddock Wood Half
Sun 29: Tempest 10 and Spitfire 20 – Dunsfold, Surrey

April:
Fri 3: Maidenhead 10
Sun 19: Fuller’s Thames Towpath 10

May
Sun3: Richmond Half Marathon
Sun 10: Sutton 10K
Sat 16-Sun17: Stragglers Green Belt Relay
Sun 17: Staines 10K

June:
Sat 6-Sun 7: Welsh Castles Relay
Sun 07: Dorking 10
Thurs 18: Rothwell Relays
Sun 21: Richmond 10K

Advanced notice
Club 10k: July 2
Runnymede Relay: July 4
Wedding Day: July 31
River Relay: September 6
Round Norfolk Relay: September 19-20
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